Armik

(World Fusion, Flamenco, Spanish Guitar)

ROMANTIC
SPANISH
GUITAR VOL. 3
As one of the most
innovative of Nuevo
Flamenco guitarists,
Armik has lifted
the music genre to
new heights with his
repertoire of charttopping hits. Romantic Spanish Guitar, Volume
3 provides a wealth of romantic experiences
straight from Armik’s heartstrings. His exemplary
performances on these songs are not only
showcases that expand on the stories he told in
Romantic Spanish Guitar, Volumes One and Two,
but are based upon the very essence of his Nuevo
flamenco guitar virtuosity. BOL7176

LA VIDA
With LA VIDA,
Armik’s 27th studio
album, he offers a
new musical calling
card that reveals
his stunning guitar
virtuosity and the
magical percussive
layers of sound
and soul of the Nuevo Flamenco genre. It is a
testament to the continued relevance of Nuevo
Flamenco sound that Armik’s global fans revere
around the world. You will have the most
extraordinary listening experience as Armik
fuses the sounds of his flamenco guitar with
different musical genres such as Latin jazz,
and rumba. BOL7174

ROMANTIC
SPANISH
GUITAR VOL. 2
Armik’s famous
guitar playing
on his New Age
chart-topping hit
Romantic Spanish
Guitar, Volume 1
was so loved by his
fans that he continues the love affair with an
exceptional Romantic Spanish Guitar, Volume
2. This great recording is filled with the superb
intonation, clear projection, and enormous
power that Armik’s hit recordings lend to his
listeners. The guitar virtuoso offers eleven
brand new compositions that inspire romance,
intimacy and love. BOL7172

MYSTIFY
On MYSTIFY,
Armik’s new allacoustic album,
the best- selling
Nuevo Flamenco
guitarist gives us
a riveting, intense
and intimate
program consisting
of eleven songs. His musical poetry soars with
all the beauty and integrity of his twenty-eight
previous recordings and more importantly, his
guitar virtuosity and technique continue to
exceed any pre-conceived expectations. Armik’s
remarkable versatility and dynamic range
makes Mystify one of his best recordings to
date. Mystify is the kind of impressively moving
recording that you’ll be glad you listened to
from start to finish. BOL7170

GREATEST
HITS
Armik’s
GREATEST HITS
are passionate,
romantic, reflective
and uplifting. His
compositions have
made him one
of the top-selling
recording artists in the world and his signature
guitar style continues to dazzle his listeners
and add another dimension of magnificence
to his already beautiful compositions.
Armik’s legacy is a priceless gift and with
this collection of Greatest Hits, the effect of
hearing his excellence is a timeless experience
that you will never forget. BOL7168

ROMANTIC
SPANISH
GUITAR
VOL. 1
Armik brings a
distinctive style
of love, sensuality
and class with
ROMANTIC
SPANISH
GUITAR - Volume 1, his 3rd romantic theme
project. Each song has a special meaning and
was carefully chosen, composed, and arranged
to leave a musical statement in the listener’s
mind and heart. Armik’s guitar virtuosity and
his ability to merge such rhythms as Flamenco,
World and Spanish Guitar have all garnered
him thousands of fans from around the world.
BOL7166

ALEGRA
On ALEGRA,
Armik gives 11
great experiences
in the main moods
of Nuevo Flamenco.
He combines
his fabulous
technical ability
with an uncanny
compositional intuition to create strong,
original material that range from love letters
overflowing with passion and intimate detail to
delightful, elegant dances that captivate and
entertain. On this excellent recording, Armik’s
beautiful songs are filled with metaphors of
summer nights, ocean breezes and blue skies
filled with rainbows. Alegra, is a magnificent
and exciting musical journey. BOL7164

FLAMES OF
LOVE
Armik steps into
new realms of
musical discovery
with FLAMES OF
LOVE, his 25th
album on his
Bolero Records
imprint. Twelve
unforgettable songs reflect Armik’s vast
musical heritage and lifetime experience of
performances. Armik stirs your senses as
he performs original songs that draw from
Nuevo Flamenco, Latin Jazz and World Fusion
rhythms. Flames of Love is romantic, inspired
and expressive. Each composition is brought
to everlasting life and continues to expand
Armik’s amazing range of creativity and his
performing style. BOL7162

REFLECTIONS
References the
heartfelt passion
and romantic
feelings rooted
in the honored
tradition of
Flamenco music. As
with his previous
critically acclaimed
and chart-topping recordings, Reflections
showcases Armik’s considerable compositional
skills and astounding guitar virtuosity. Armik is
one of the most adulated virtuosos of a new
genre he defines as World Fusion, Flamenco,
Spanish Guitar. As his 24th release, Reflections
swiftly demonstrates why Armik is considered
one of the best guitarists of his generation in
the field of “Nuevo Flamenco”. BOL7160

Armik

(World Fusion, Flamenco, Spanish Guitar)

CASA DE
AMOR
On Casa De Amor,
Armik’s songs are
dreamlike stories
that illuminate the
passion and the joy
of Spanish guitar.
Each composition
reveals Armik’s
stunning artistic freedom and skillful technique
as a guitarist who is full of compassion,
intensity and romance. These beautiful songs
also celebrate the power of his music to
move, to heal and to unfold the mysteries
hidden within the stories behind the songs.
Fusing traditional Spanish melodies with jazzy
improvisations and progressive rhythms, Armik
has concocted a sensuous, passionate and
unique sound. BOL7158

BESOS
On BESOS Armik
seeks out the
poetry beneath
the music’s surface
with surges of
passion and
romance.
The result is
an innovative
presentation of unforgettable emotions that
Armik conveys from start to finish. Drawing
on diverse international influences ,for two
decades, Armik’s oasis of sounds have
surrounded his listeners with one-of-a-kind
experiences that immerse them in a plethora
of emotions – from sensuous to exciting to
riveting to serene. BESOS is no exception.
BOL7156

SERENATA
SERENATA
captures Armik’s
virtuosic guitar
artistry and
impeccable
techniques on eleven
brand new songs.
He explores fresh
and uncharted territories filled with passionate new
melodies, rhythms and unique harmonic approaches.
Armik’s sound sweep is natural, exotic and romantic
as he unleashes his purest impulses and most
deft inspirations on these breathtaking tracks. His
works are significant and make this recording a
solid, sharply focused addition to Armik’s amazing
repertoire and to the increasingly popular Nuevo
Flamenco genre. BOL7154

FUEGO
GITANA
The Nuevo
Flamenco
Collection
Armik, the
internationally
renowned Nuevo
flamenco guitarist/
composer/producer,
offers this amazing compilation of his most inspired
and spontaneous expressions.This excellent collection
shares Armik’s special guitar skills and world-class
technique.Tracks, Cadiz, and Fuego Gitana are
two recently written songs, which speak to a more
contemporary version of flamenco fire – each flying
high enough to embrace suave melodies from the
winds of passion. BOL7152

BARCELONA
BARCELONA
showcases
Armik’s Nuevo
flamenco guitar
mastery & talent
on 11 breathtaking original
compositions. Armik
paints a portrait
of flamenco techniques with dashes of color
and textures punctuated by exciting musical
statements. BARCELONA unveils beautiful
and eclectic world rhythms, a wonderful mix
of Latin, flamenco and jazz elements that
Armik forms from exciting fretwork and
lightning quick guitar playing and techniques.
BOL7150

A DAY IN
BRAZIL
Welcome to Club
Bolero! A DAY IN
BRAZIL is the
first in a series
of recordings
produced and
arranged by the
world renowned
master guitarist/composer/producer Armik. A
DAY IN BRAZIL celebrates the bossa nova
and includes several well known bossa nova
standards by Antonio Carlos Jobim, Luiz Bonfa
and several new compositions from the master
himself. Danceable, easy on the ears, romantic
and sensual, you’ll love the rich, breezy,
acoustic sounds that emanate from Armik’s
guitar. BOL7148

GUITARRISTA
GUITARRISTA
is yet another
remarkable
example of
Armik’s guitar
excellence and
Nuevo Flamenco
sophistication. As
one of his most
ambitious projects to date, 11 new songs
envelope the listener in an array of romantic
tones, heartfelt inspiration, and extraordinary
experiences - all which hail from years of
combining his guitar virtuosity with the fine
art of flemenco and world music rhythms.
BOL7142

MI PASIÓN
MI PASIÓN is a
first rate, breezy
flow of creativity
filled with fiery
guitar mastery
combined with
spectacular and
passionate rhythms
of nuevo flamenco,
bossa nova, bolero and Latin jazz. From its
masterful constructed melodies down to its
gorgeous improvisations, MI PASIÓN is a true
celebration of the flamenco guitar, Armik’s life
long passion. BOL7138

CHRISTMAS
WISHES
Armik’s first full
length recording
of the holiday
season’s most
often heard
classics as well
as two brand new
songs – “Dancing
Angels” & “Christmas Solo.” You’ll be charmed
and intrigued by his distinctive guitar virtuosity,
memorable time signatures, passionate
rhythms, & spiritual connections with these
beautiful Christmas hymns & carols. They are
sure to evoke your fondest memories of the
Yuletide season. BOL7136

Armik

(World Fusion, Flamenco, Spanish Guitar)

DESIRES
The Romantic
Collection
On Casa De
Amor, DESIRES
is a collection
of Armik’s most
romantic and
passionate songs
from his 5 charttopping CDs. This recording features 2 brand
new unreleased songs, Desires and New Love.
Armik has attained worldwide prominence with
his infectious and irresistible style in fusing
Latin, Flamenco and Jazz elements into a
wonderful array of solo contexts. BOL7126

MAR DE
SUEÑOS
Explore the depths
of Armik’s musical
dreams with
dignity and style.
His arrangements
are a summation
of Armik’s great
career, a deepening
of his popular Nuevo Flamenco style, and most
of all great guitar music with a language of
its own. Each song is very specific and you
enter them as if on an adventure that will
immediately hold you spellbound. BOL7120

CAFE
ROMANTICO
Armik’s sixth
recording and, his 2nd
romantic recording,
Armik underscores
the passionate
elegance of his music
with intelligence and
beauty. On CAFE ROMANTICO, Armik pours
passion and creativity into every song he plays.
Armik, who is primarily known for his impressive
Nuevo Flamenco style and guitar techniques, mixes
Latin jazz elements with flamenco rhythms, colorful
romantic textures and adventurous guitar voicings.
BOL7112

TREASURES
TREASURES
showcases Armik’s
Nuevo flamenco
guitar virtuosity on
eleven beautiful
compositions. In
Treasures, Armik
displays his boundless
ingenuity, graceful strumming and lively harmonic
ventures.With its sumptuous and Latin Jazz
overtones,Treasures possesses the continental feel
of a world classic. Armik’s compositional integrity
that exudes luxury, passion, tranquility, beauty,
and his zest for life are all here for you to enjoy.
BOL7108

PIANO
NIGHTS
PIANO NIGHTS is
Armik’s first ever
piano project. It is
a deft treatment of
ten original songs
that spotlight his
ability to devise
amazing piano
melodies to accompany his internationally
renowned guitar virtuosity. Armik layers
the moods throughout this excellent set
with beautiful solos and his flair for fusing
emotional melodic fragments with intense
rhythmic timing. BOL7106

ROMANTIC
DREAMS
From warm sunsets
to romantic nights,
ROMANTIC
DREAMS will
ignite passions
in everyone’s
heart. “Slow
Dancing”, “Secret
Whispers”, “Love Letters”, and “Your Touch”
provide the musical colors associated with
love and romance, while “Romantic Dreams”,
“Moments” and “Treasure Island” are exotic,
passionate and designed to inspire the lover in
us all. BOL7104

AMOR DE
GUITARRA
11 songs that
address various
aspects of love,
romance and many
years of Armik’s
life experiences.
Like his subsequent
releases Armik
draws upon his jazz roots and flamenco
passions to create a revolutionary twist on
the emerging Nuevo flamenco sound. These
breath-taking songs that are truly vivid and
vary in sumptuous flamenco and Latin jazz
tones. BOL7102

LOST IN
PARADISE
Escape to paradise
and experience
Armik’s guitar
mastery with Bossa
Nova, rhumba,
Bolero and ChaCha! LOST IN
PARADISE finds
Armik’s new flamenco works filled with a blend
of passion and craftsmanship that exudes a
genuine, old-world charm and a captivating,
gypsy-like lure. LOST IN PARADISE is, in fact,
paradise found. BOL7100
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MOSAIC

ESPERANZA

by Young & Rollins
(World/Spanish Guitar)

by Young & Rollins
(World/Spanish Guitar)

Young & Rollins’ latest
album, MOSAIC, finds
the virtuoso Latin
guitar duo in top
form. The ten boldly
melodic compositions
exemplify their deep
and multi-faceted creativity in a musical language
that is impossible to categorize in a single genre.
Drawing upon an eclectic mixture of salsa, Latin
jazz, flamenco, and classical guitar styles, Young &
Rollins channel their energy and passion into the
creation of a captivating and colorful tapestry of
sound. BOL7132
BOLERO
CHILLOUT
by Los Guacamayos
(World, Latin)

A collection of the
best boleros in chill
out version. Fifteen
irresistibly romantic
boleros performed
by Los Guacamayos.
Experience some of the finest classics such as “Si
Tu Me Dices Ven”, “Piensa En Mi”, “Caminemos”,
“Lo Dudo”, “La Barca”, “Sabor A Mi”, “Reloj”,
“Esperame En El Cielo”, “La Hiedra”, “Se Te
Olvida”... BOL7146
MUSIC FANTASY
Volume 1
Various Artists
(World, Latin)

The perfect music
collection for those
intimate quiet nights,
or for those fiery
celebratory jams! This
versatile compilation
is a mix of vocals and instrumentals in an array
of musical styles such as Latin, Jazz, World and
New Age. Featuring the following artists: Armik,
Hector Cuevas, Sandy Foster, Mosaico and Romero.
BOL7124
ESCAPADES
by Christine Atallah &
The Bassalindos
(World)

Innovative Arabicworld pop with
familiar elements of
Eastern, Jazz and Latin
music in a vital and
exhilarating union of
styles. ESCAPADES showcases multi-lingual exotic
world pop with tasty Arabic and jazz flavors and
sizzling Latin spice.flamenco and Latin jazz tones.
BOL7134

The debut CD from
one of the U.S. leading
flamenco guitarists,
Jason McGuire. In
this recording Jason
showcases his technical
prowess, sensitivity and
gift for composition. Distancias reflects the passion
of Jason’s playing and promises to be a tour de
force for guitar and world music enthusiasts
everywhere. BOL7114

CHILL OUT CON
DUENDE VOL. 1
Various Artists
(World, Latin, Flamenco)

While maintaining the
structures and original
flamenco standards,
this recording offers a
new depth and creates
a unique ambience
with haunting Spanish vocals and beautiful guitar
melodies combined with eclectic sounds. Experience
some of the finest classics such as “Cai”, “Niña
piensa en ti”, “Cómo quieres que te quiera” and
“Ramito de violetas.” BOL7144

BOLERO GYPSIES
NEW FLAMENCO,
VOLUME 2
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Offering fans of
Spanish guitar music
a rare collection of
songs. Armik, Johannes
Linstead, Young &
Rollins, Jason McGuire,
and Romero, have produced some of the most
beautiful music you’ll ever hear. The music further
emphasize the aura of these great masters in a
working mode. BOL7140

BOLERO GYPSIES
New Flamenco,
Volume 1
Various Artists
Guitarists of diverse
musical influences come
together to celebrate
a rebirth of Nuevo
Flamenco from selected
melodies that are
driven by a never-ending love for the guitar. Each
song is delivered with emotion, craft & technique,
which translate into a world of innate beauty &
passion. Featured artists: Armik, Jason McGuire,
Romero and Young & Rollins. BOL7122

DISTANCIAS

DUENDES

by Jason McGuire
(Flamenco/Spanish Guitar)

by Romero
(Flamenco/Spanish Guitar)

DISTANCIAS is a
debut CD from one
of the U.S. leading
flamenco guitarists,
Jason McGuire. In this
recording Jason Mcguire
showcases his technical
prowess, sensitivity and gift for composition.
Distancias reflects the passion of Jason’s playing
and promises to be a tour de force for guitar and
world music enthusiasts everywhere. BOL7116

TROMBO COMBO
Self Titled
( Jazz/Lounge)

With their fluid delivery,
upbeat approach, and
laid back moods, the
easy listening style of
Trombo Combo adds a
refreshing new sound to
these well-known songs:
“Let’s Dance,” “I Can’t Get You Out Of My Head,”
“Hit Me Baby One More Time,” “The Winner Takes
All,” “Hooked On A Feeling” and “It Must Have
Been Love.” BOL7128

The world-renowned
guitarist/producer/
arranger Romero brings
his musical messages
to a wider audience
by cleverly blending
stellar world rhythms
with inventive woodwinds, strings, percussion, and
vocals. DUENDE is a first rate, breezy flow of
creativity filled with fiery yet relaxed interplay and
spectacular, passionate, guitar power. BOL7118

ENCHANTED
by Swanyce
(New Age)

Enchanted is a unique
passionate collection
of ethereal songs and
inspirational orchestral
compositions. It displays
a “magic” theme which
enraptures the senses
and captivates the heart. Strings, harps, flutes,
synths, classic orchestra and percussion alternate
with beautiful vocal passages and lyrics like in a
3D sound tapestry. BOL7130
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